THE STREET SOCCER FOUNDATION
CHANGING LIVES THROUGH FOOTBALL

www.streetsoccerfoundation.org.uk

CHANGING LIVES
THROUGH FOOTBALL

To bring the power of football into
communities nationwide; and to
inspire and encourage vulnerable and
homeless young people to turn their
lives around for the better.

THE STREET SOCCER
FOUNDATION
The Street Soccer Foundation is an award-winning charitable
non-profit organisation operating nationwide throughout
England. We work in a collaborative manner with Football Club
delivery partners and Supporters using football as a catalyst
to improve the lives of vulnerable and homeless young people
across the country.
The Foundation was established in 2015 with the goal of driving change
in the country using the power of football. We understand that football
is an incredible engagement tool because of its role as the global
no.1 sport which is why we have adopted football as our means to
attract, engage and inspire young people, especially those currently
experiencing homelessness.
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OUR STORY
The idea of The Street Soccer Foundation was born after I
listened to the plight of homeless people in England and as
an ex-footballer, the thought of using football as the platform
to attract, engage and inspire these vulnerable young people
was compelling.
My desire led to a meeting with the Professional Footballers’
Association (PFA) which was followed by an invitation to meet with
the CEO of the West Ham United Foundation, the official charity
of the Premier League Football Club. Thankfully, our interaction
culminated in the birth of the Street Soccer Foundation in 2015.
Since our initial collaboration, the Foundation has made huge strides
in helping homeless and vulnerable young people across the country
by educating, motivating and supporting them. Our achievements
include receiving national acclaim from the likes of The Premier
League, PFA, FA, the BBC and ITV. We have now grown to become the
leading football-led project specifically tackling youth homelessness
in England with several delivery partnerships with professional
Football Clubs and their community teams.
I am very proud of the achievements of the Foundation though
the progress has not been solely my effort. I am fortunate to be
supported by an incredible team of colleagues and volunteers
that understand the vision of the Foundation which is to bring the
power of football into communities nationwide and to inspire and
encourage vulnerable and homeless young people to turn their lives
around for the better.
On behalf of the Street Soccer Foundation, I want to say a heartfelt
thank you to all involved and to our sponsors, supporters, friends
and volunteers. Like football, this is a team game and it is with your
on-going support that we are able to help so many others.
The Street Soccer Foundation:
Changing Lives through Football.

Keith Mabbutt
Founder & CEO
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OUR TEAM

“

The Street Soccer Foundation leadership team is a
dynamic mix of individuals with various levels of
experience and expertise. Fundamentally, every one of
the team have a common purpose: to make a difference
to as many vulnerable young people as possible.
And through our Delivery Partners, we have an extended
family made up of FA and UEFA qualified Football Coaches
and Education & Employability qualified professionals, all
committed to serving their local community through the
power of football.

I am immensely grateful to have
such highly-skilled and motivated
people around me, all who are
committed to supporting the
work of the Foundation which
in turn gives every one of our
team collective the privileged
opportunity to witness and
be a part of the inspiring and
impactful work we deliver.

”

Keith Mabbutt CEO

Keith Mabbutt
CEO

Adam Lawrence
COO

Kevin Tewis-Allen
CMO

Ash Lawrence
Mindset & Mentoring
Head Coach

Kay Skelton
Head of Community

Laurence Hayes
FD

Paul Stewart
Club Liaison Officer

Marc Kentsley
Course Tutor

Andrew Norton
Course Tutor

Katy Skelton
Course Tutor

Freddie Wilson
Course Tutor

Neil Dickson
CTO

Chris Verbiest
Head of IT

Chris Newberry
Head of Video
Production
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Joe Bennett
Social Media

Karl Cowell
Social Media
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OUR PARTNERS
As part of our strategy
to maximize resources,
stimulate positive change
and ultimately support
long-term sustainability
through knowledge transfer,
innovation and continuous
learning; the Street Soccer
Foundation adopts a
‘partnership-driven’ approach
to achieving its goals.
In 2015, we partnered with West
Ham United Football Club and the
West Ham United Foundation.
This partnership led to the
establishment of our first ever
Street Soccer Academy which
achieved excellent outcomes
for the young individuals
we supported – all of whom
successfully completed the
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course and went on to further
training or into employment,
with greatly improved levels of
confidence and self-belief.

With the intention of formalizing the
delivery structure of the programme,
our founder approached Kent-based
firm, FM Conway, for a proposed
new corporate sponsorship. The
meeting with the CEO, Michael
Conway, in 2016 led to a new
exclusive sponsorship, with FM
Conway becoming the main sponsor
for the Academy across Kent as well
as the exclusive shirt sponsors for all
Academies run in the County.

Following the successful pilot of the
inaugural Street Soccer Academy
programme, the Street Soccer
Foundation took the Street Soccer
Academy course into Kent and
added a new partnership with the
English Football League (EFL) side,
Gillingham FC. With funding now in
place to deliver the Street Soccer
Academy – in partnership with
Gillingham FC and its Community
Trust – the Street Soccer Foundation
was able to go on and support a
number of homeless and vulnerable
young people from across the
County.

In the last four years, the Street
Soccer Foundation is proud to
have now gained the support from
the PFA, as well as the Football
Association, Premier League and
EFL, and to be partnered with
several professional football league
clubs representing both The Premier
League and The English Football
League.
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OUR VISION,
OUR MISSION,
OUR VALUES
OUR VISION

OUR MISSION

To help bring an end to homelessness in the
UK for disadvantaged youths (under 25) and
empower the young people we support to join
our inspirational nationwide football-themed
development programmes and change their
lives for the better.

Our mission is to be the leading footballled charitable organisation by creating a
socially-good network of young people who
significantly benefit from our development
programmes.
We are committed to delivering high quality,
accessible opportunities that improve
the health and well-being, education and
aspirations of the communities we serve to
support; and to ensure that young people
we help can find a home to live in, become
employable, engage in new communities,
become more active and provide our
Foundation with real-life case studies that
celebrate positive change.

To help homeless young people to move
towards possible job prospects, further
training or volunteering, providing a
progressive approach to building selfesteem and personal aspirations, together
with practical skills and valuable hands-on
experience.
To deliver meaningful impact by changing
lives, creating opportunities and building
futures.

Ultimately, our mission is to help end youth
homelessness through the power of football.
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OUR VALUES

Diversity

Commitment

Respect

Teamwork

Honesty

Community

Making a
Difference

Partnerships
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OUR PROGRAMMES
The Street Soccer
Foundation blends
professional football
coaching with mindset
training and skills &
employability workshops.
Currently, the Street Soccer
Foundation operates two
programmes: The Street
Soccer Academy and The
Street Soccer School.

These flagship programmes
revolve around delivering
best informed interventions
developed around local needs
and aspirations. And with each
programme tailored to meet
the unique needs of each young
person, we can define a starting
point that is customized to
support the journey of everyone.
Since inception of these
programmes, we have achieved
significant milestones in our
quest to achieve our goal, with
hundreds of young people
at the receiving end of our
developmental work.
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“

Football and mindset coaching
are the integral elements to the
Street Soccer Foundation and
helps to make both the Street
Soccer Academy and Schools’
programmes stand out as
a unique opportunity and
experience for young people to
make a positive social change.

”

Adam Lawrence
COO, The Street Soccer
Foundation

THE STREET SOCCER ACADEMY
The Street Soccer Academy
is our nationally acclaimed
flagship programme and the
leading football-led project
tackling youth homelessness
in England.
The Academy includes a
learning and development
course for 16-25-year olds
(male and female) provisioned
at our Football Club delivery
partner hubs. The course
is specifically tailored for
vulnerable young people who
are currently experiencing
homelessness – and those who
are at risk of homelessness
such as ex-young offenders
and NEETS (Not in Education,
Employment or Training).
The Academy programme
provides selected young
participants a fusion of
Professional Football
Coaching; Growth/Positive
Mindset Training; and Skills
& Employability Workshops
– with mentoring support
offered throughout.
This specially crafted ‘hat-trick’
is to enable course participants
to fundamentally improve their
mindset and be ready and able
to move into Work, Education
or Further Training after
successfully completing the
programme.
Throughout the course, we
enable participants to build
a positive mindset by helping
them improve their confidence,
self-belief, aspiration and
emotional intelligence.

The course empowers young
people to achieve their
potential by giving them
new experiences, providing
educational opportunities and
teaching participants new skills.
Additionally, participants can
work in teams where they can
make new friends and have fun.
Our

TEEM approach

Each Street Soccer Academy
course focuses on a layering
process with a ‘TEEM’ approach,
following the same format:
1.	Training & Engagement:
Football Coaching (90 mins)
To start each training and
engagement session, activities
are led by our qualified
Community Football Coaches.
Selected participants will:
• 	Improve physical and mental
health and overall well-being
• 	Increase fitness, confidence
and enthusiasm for life
• 	Improve their social skills
and hopefully make new
friends along the way.
2. 	Employability & Mindset:
Skills to Succeed
Workshops (2 Hours)
Developmental workshops
are then delivered following
the initial football coaching
sessions. During the course,
participants will develop vital
employability and workreadiness transferable
skills such as: Communication;
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Time-Management; SelfManagement; Problem Solving;
Giving and Receiving Feedback;
Team Working; Goal-setting
and more.

“

The Street Soccer Foundation
is brilliant, the way it uses
football as a positive force
to help vulnerable young
people out of homelessness
and unemployment and into
a pathway that’s right and
relevant for them. Football
has the power to achieve so
much for these young people

”

Mickey
Ambrose
Chelsea FC
Ambassador and
Former Player

The programme educates,
inspires and motivates young
people by achieving high levels
of engagement, which then sets
a precedent for the interaction,
learning and commitment from
all involved.

THE STREET SOCCER SCHOOL
Designed as an Alternative Education Provision (AEP), the Street Soccer School
includes a total of 10 hours professional football coaching, 10 hours of interactive
and educational workshops, and Mentoring (“Team Talk”) sessions.
The Street Soccer School is basically an off-shoot of the Street Soccer Academy but the
fundamental purpose of this programme is to use football in a preventative manner by
inspiring pupils to adopt happier and healthier lifestyles; building resilience as well as
supporting those who struggle to engage in lessons and stay out of trouble.
The Street Soccer School features a series of mindset coaching and mentoring team-talk
sessions that are focused on enabling students to improve their self-belief, build confidence
and resilience, as well as improve their aspirations and outlook.
The Street Soccer School programme partners with Primary and Secondary Schools in
England to support vulnerable and disengaged school students with the goal of:
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CHANGING ATTITUDES AND BEHAVIOURS TO EFFECT POSITIVE FUTURE OUTCOMES
Overall, the Street Soccer School programme is primarily focused on inclusion and
attendance as well as improving behaviour and engagement. We have had several success
stories already. One such success is highlighted below:

“ There was one young boy in particular, who was not engaging in class and didn’t want to participate
in anything, but since being a part of the Street Soccer School his confidence has grown, and he is
now engaging with Teachers and realising his behaviour in the classroom is important and he is now
generally progressing much better, which is testament to the course.”

Wendy Ball, Teacher from Greenfields Primary School in Maidstone, Kent
Some of our participants have also spoken about the impact of the programme on their
lives. Here are some quotes from our 2019 provision:

It has been brilliant,
and I enjoyed
attending

It was very fun, and I
bonded with people more
than I have done before

I have become
more confident

I am now very
resilient
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It was fun, I definitely
feel more confident
and my skills have
definitely improved

I am more confident
about myself and my
future

06
WHY WE ARE UNIQUE:
THE POWER OF A
POSITIVE MINDSET
When it comes to skills development and employability
training, the Street Soccer Academy programme stands miles
apart from your typical employability-driven course. At the
Street Soccer Foundation, we believe that a positive mindset
is an essential tool for anyone looking to shape their future
positively. This is why our curriculum is focused on mindset
training and improving self-awareness on the road to building
a healthier and happier future.

“

Everyone involved in the work of The Street Soccer
Foundation truly understands our ‘why’. Why we do what
we do. This is at the heart of how we approach our work
and deliver our programmes for the benefit of those we
support and inspire to ensure we realise and achieve lifechanging outcomes for our young participants.

”

Keith Mabbutt CEO
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“

Change your mindset,
change your future

”

Keith Mabbutt
CEO, The Street Soccer
Foundation

Tutors will seek to nurture relationships which
can provide an environment whereby course
participants have a true sense of belonging and
a place where they feel connected. As such, the
ground work is laid to enable a positive selfperception to develop and a pathway
to achieve.

With this unique approach, we
have caught the attention of
several Premier League Football
Clubs and their community
arms and have exclusively
featured on the BBC’s Match of
the Day programme on behalf of
West Ham Utd and the Clubs’ own Foundation.

At the Street Soccer Foundation, we also
understand that engagement is a habit of mind
and heart which is why physical, mental, and
emotional health, support engagement and
learning. This is the underlying reason why we
achieve such high levels of success on the Street
Soccer Academy programme.

We understand that the mindset is an
established set of beliefs and mental attitude
that pre-determines a person’s responses to, and
interpretations of, situations. And we know that
every individual is just one decision away from a
totally different life. This is why throughout the
delivery of the Academy programme our coaching
team continuously educate and inspire the young
people on the course to realise that it is their
responsibility for what they want to achieve.

“

Kay Skelton
Head of Community, The Street Soccer Foundation

A positive mindset is not just about thinking
positively, it is about looking for the way that
you can achieve something rather than find a
whole load of reasons why you can’t. It’s about
backing up positive thoughts with positive
actions and being aware when others around
you are negative. The difference between
winning and losing, being rich or poor, good
or great, can be as simple as changing your
mindset. Your life, your thoughts, your choice!

One of the core aspects of the Academy
programme is the creation of a Personal
Development Plan (PDP) providing each
participant with a purpose, drive, and direction
that they may have been missing. Our Course

Ash Lawrence
Mindset & Mentoring Head Coach, The Street
Soccer Foundation

“

Your past doesn’t have to define your future.
Anyone at any time can make a choice to
become healthier and happier.

”

”
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MENTORING SUPPORT FOR YOUNG PEOPLE
Beyond mindset training, the Street Soccer Foundation also provides mentoring
sessions to our young people. Typically, these sessions are delivered either as group
“Team Talk” sessions or 1-to-1 sessions as required.
Our Mentoring support is delivered by trained volunteer mentors through our Street Soccer
Mentoring Club. Each appointed mentor will motivate, guide and assist young people who could be
at risk of offending or social exclusion or need support towards the achievement of positive goals.
Through regular sessions either conducted over the telephone or in person at schools or at our
community hubs, mentors will help build self-esteem and confidence, encourage and reward
positive behaviours and introduce positive activities into people’s lives.
Mentor Quotes during 2019 provision:

I feel wonderful
about what I’ve
been able to do

It’s been incredibly
emotional and very
rewarding

It’s a nice feeling
to be able to
help someone

My first meeting
with my mentee will
absolutely stay with
me forever
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OUR
IMPACT
The Street Soccer
Foundation is committed
to making a difference
and improving outcomes
in the lives of homeless
and vulnerable young
people. Over the last few
years, our support has
been pivotal in building
the resilience of these
young people as well as
reducing the burden on
public services such as
health and welfare.
We carried out a study
between January 2016 and
September 2019 to evaluate
the impact of the Street
Soccer Foundation on its
participants and the wider
communities. The results and
analysis of this study provided
insight into the key areas
of impact within the Street
Soccer Foundation: education
and employment, crime,
and health. All essential to
improving the community
and social wellbeing, across
the regions we support.
Overall, for every £1
invested, the Street Soccer
Foundation has returned
£8 of social value which is
delivered through increased
confidence, securing
employment and gaining
work-related skills for those
we supported during the
period.

THE
FOUNDATION
DELIVERED

THE STREET SOCCER FOUNDATION RECORDED OVER

1000
100
ATTENDANCES

WITH
MORE
THAN

PARTICIPANTS AGED 16-25

FROM THE RESULTS OF THE STUDY, THE
SOCIAL IMPACT VALUE OF THE STREET SOCCER
FOUNDATION WAS MEASURED AT OVER

£

1/ MILLION
2

(£512,000) BASED ON THE VALUE DERIVED BY THE
PARTICIPATING YOUNG PEOPLE.
ADDITIONALLY, THE NET BENEFIT DURING THIS
PERIOD WAS VALUED AT

£ 387,094

THE STREET SOCCER FOUNDATION’S SOCIAL
RETURN ON INVESTMENT (ROI) WAS PUT AT:

126 168
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DURING THE STUDY PERIOD:

£1:£8

HOURS OF
FOOTBALL
COACHING,

HOURS OF
SKILLS &
EMPLOYABILITY
WORKSHOPS
IN ADDITION
TO MINDSET
TRAINING
AND
MENTORING
SUPPORT FOR
PARTICIPANTS

The net benefit is the total social value in £s produced for the communities served MINUS the amount of money invested
into the projects. The Social ROI is a recognised, rigorous approach for charitable organisations to measure their impact by
attaching a financial value to its achievements.
The methods used to determine The Street Soccer Foundation’s impact were: Participant Interviews, Participant Evaluation
Forms and the Wellbeing Valuation Model* – via HACT (HACT Value: https://www.hact.org.uk/hact-value)
* Wellbeing Valuation represents the latest thinking on valuation of non-market goods and is the most robust approach to
social impact measurement available. The approach follows HM Treasury Green Book guidelines and is currently used
by several government departments including HM Treasury, Department for Work and Pensions, the Cabinet Office, the
Department for Culture Media and Sport and the Department for Business Innovation and Skills.
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TESTIMONIALS
Life changing
Academy Exit Surveys
2018 & 2019

Absolutely brilliant – I
gained more confidence
within myself and made
new friends. It was an
experience I will always
remember
Academy Exit Surveys
2018 & 2019

Street Soccer helped
me massively. They
supported and
encouraged me so
much. The team at
Street Soccer helped me
to realise that I can do
anything I want if I put
my mind to it
Academy Exit Surveys
2018 & 2019

I’ve definitely become
more confident and
more positive when
looking into the future.
The future holds a lot. I
just need to apply it. The
course has exceeded all
my expectations

The course has been
fantastic. I’ve loved
it, everyone including
coaches were supportive.
My confidence has
improved massively

It’s changed my outlook
on life in general. I’ve
understood that I need to
change if I want to make
something of my life

Melissa

Billy

Jacob
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CASE STUDIES

JODIE’S
STORY

MICHAEL’S
STORY

LYNDEN’S
STORY

Jodie (20) was homeless and
had been sleeping rough on
and off for 2 years after falling
out with her Mum and Dad.
To her own admission, she is
now able to reflect on what she
describes as a life-changing
experience after graduating
from the Street Soccer
Academy course. She is now
training to become a Coach.

Michael (21) secured a full-time
role at Barnet FC soon after
his graduation from the Street
Soccer Academy. Michael had
been homeless for 6 months
before he joined the course and
didn’t think he’d get selected
onto the Academy when he
applied. He was nervous about
meeting other people and
course organisers, but he was
keen to impress and do well.

Lynden (22), came into the
Street Soccer Academy
programme as someone
anxious and low in confidence,
living in temporary sheltered
accommodation. With Asperger
syndrome he also found it
difficult in social situations and
to communicate with people
not known to him. He was longterm unemployed but keen
to improve his prospects and
better himself. Lynden was able
to commit to the course and
successfully graduate, securing
a 12-week Traineeship to focus
on becoming a Coach.

“

Projects like Street Soccer are
so important. They really
help people in situations like I
found myself. It really helps to
give people a chance to show
what they can do. They do
an amazing job and I can’t
thank them enough and as
an Ambassador, I now really
want to inspire others who
can benefit from it too.

”

“

The programme definitely
changed my life; I’m more
positive than I’ve ever been.
The Street Soccer course
helped me become more
work ready. I felt more able to
get into employment. I would
recommend the Street Soccer
course to everyone. It really
helped me, and I loved it.

”
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“

The Street Soccer team have
helped me so much. They’ve
shown me that there’s a lot
more to life than to sit there
and dwell on things. I can’t
thank the team enough.

”
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OUR 2022
IMPACT VISION
As part of our partnership-driven approach, the Street Soccer Foundation has
established an overriding ambition for the next 3 years. This ambition which is
named the ‘2022 Impact Vision’ is targeted at forging a number of effective delivery
partnerships to take our nationally acclaimed Street Soccer Academy programme
across the country into areas where homelessness is a proven issue. Our intention
is to see our activities support, educate and inspire as many vulnerable and
homeless young people as possible in order to change their lives for the better.
Our current partners, which include several Premier League Clubs, are looking forward to
delivering the Street Soccer Academy into their local communities nationwide. Specifically,
our 2022 Impact Vision sees the following growth and expansion of our Academy provision:

2020:

2021:

2022:

5 DELIVERY
PARTNERS

10 DELIVERY
PARTNERS

20 DELIVERY
PARTNERS

EACH DELIVERING A
MINIMUM OF 2 STREET
SOCCER ACADEMIES
DURING THE SEASON

EACH DELIVERING A
MINIMUM OF 2 STREET
SOCCER ACADEMIES
DURING THE SEASON

EACH DELIVERING A
MINIMUM OF 2 STREET
SOCCER ACADEMIES
DURING THE SEASON

= 10 STREET
SOCCER
ACADEMY
PROGRAMMES

= 20 STREET
SOCCER
ACADEMY
PROGRAMMES

= 40 STREET
SOCCER
ACADEMY
PROGRAMMES

SUPPORTING UP TO
150 YOUNG PEOPLE
NATIONWIDE

SUPPORTING UP TO
300 YOUNG PEOPLE
NATIONWIDE

SUPPORTING UP TO
600 YOUNG PEOPLE
NATIONWIDE
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In achieving our 2022 Impact Vision, the Street Soccer Foundation will have invested more than £1/2M
(£560,000) into communities across the country over the next 3 years with the ambition of creating almost
£4.5M social value (£4.48M) during the period, based on achieving the current social ROI as reported up to
September 2019.

As a result of realising our 2022 Impact Vision, the Street
Soccer Foundation will have generated almost £5M social
value nationwide since its inception.
Within this, the Street Soccer Foundation aims to deliver the following benefits over the next 3 seasons:

1,400

1,050

Hours of skills-based workshops
and mindset training

Hours of football coaching

1,050

2,625

Homeless and vulnerable
young people supported across
the country

Hours of combined
mentoring support

The 2022 Impact Vision also includes:

1

2

3

4

Developing and
expanding our
Street Soccer
School provision
with Primary
and Secondary
Schools

Developing our
School-based
Mentoring
programmes

Recruiting and
training enough
Volunteers to
meet increasing
demand

Increasing the
proportion of
our income
generated
through
fundraising

21
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THE STREET SOCCER
FOUNDATION NEEDS YOU
At the Street Soccer
Foundation, we understand
that delivering meaningful
change requires a significant
amount of investment and
we are incredibly grateful
to the partners that have
supported us and continue to
do so. However, our ambition
is large, and our desire is
to deliver more within the
communities we support.

“

I believe that Keith and the
team have done a fabulous
job helping young people
improve their life chances. I
am committed to supporting
Keith in growing the
endeavour to help as many
as possible.

”

Paul Andrews
CEO of
jobsinkent.com /
Ambassador
(Kent)

One of the ways we strive to
do more is by encouraging
more people to join us in our
movement to help homeless
and vulnerable young people
and we hope from reading
through this brochure, you
will be inspired to support our
work. Together we can change
lives, create opportunities and
build futures.

The Street Soccer Foundation
Sources of Income – January
2019 to September 2019
Donations
Sponsorships
Grants

5%
14%

81%

It costs on average £800 to
deliver one of our Academy
sessions supporting up to
15 homeless and vulnerable
young people at a time.

Consequently, the Street Soccer
Foundation will be seeking to
roll-out several fundraising
events and campaigns in
the coming years in order
to support our 2022 Impact
Vision. Our goal is to raise at
least £1/2M over the next 3
years from voluntary income
and we have planned a variety
of fundraising events to take
place each year going forward,
including Sleep Outs, 5-a-side
Football Tournaments, Golf
Days, Dinner Events and more.

With homelessness now a
national social crisis and a
decrease in Local Authority
funding across the country, the
Street Soccer Foundation is
seeing an increase in demand
for its service provision and
delivery activities – whilst being
faced with the challenge of
generating enough income to
support the required provision.

Our corporate partnerships and
the invaluable support from
individuals, community groups,
businesses both local and
national, and other voluntary
groups, are all vital to us in
affording us the opportunity to
continue making a difference
to those who are currently
experiencing homelessness
across the country.
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HELP US, HELP OTHERS – AND MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Here are a few ways you could help and get involved to support the work of the
Street Soccer Foundation:

1. VOLUNTEER

2. DONATE

You could become a Street Soccer Volunteer
Mentor, becoming a positive role model who
is there to guide and advise the young people
we support through our Academy and School
programmes. This is your chance to help young
individuals realise their true potential - through
the power of football and mentoring.

The Street Soccer Foundation is about Changing
Lives through Football. By donating to the
Foundation, you will be playing your part in helping
us to support, educate, motivate and inspire a
greater number of vulnerable and homeless young
people by enabling us to fund and deliver more
Street Soccer courses throughout the footballing
season each year.

And we know that your donating time to a good
cause can positively impact you too! As well as
the sense of gratification gained from giving your
time to people who need it, you can also benefit
from many other mental and physical gains such
as: Increased confidence; Meeting new people and
being a part of your community; Learning new
skills; Being active; and having fun!

£3

Listed below are various donation levels. Every
penny we receive is greatly appreciated and will
go into supporting our transformational work with
some of the most vulnerable and isolated young
people in our society today.

£5

£25

£50

pays for a
workbook

pays for a pair of
football socks

pays for a
Street Soccer
football shirt

pays for a
Street Soccer
tracksuit

£150

£250

£350

£500

to become an
official supporter
for a year

to become an
official premier
supporter for a
year

pays for 1-to-1
mentoring support
for young participants
for a week

£1,000

pays to sponsor
a young person
through a full
Academy course

pays for a full Academy course of skills and employability workshops for
a group of up to 15 homeless and vulnerable young people
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3. PAYROLL GIVING
Payroll Giving is a way of giving money to charity
without paying tax on it. It must be paid through
PAYE from someone’s wages or pension. Your
employer needs to set up and run the scheme.
The amount of tax relief you get depends on the
rate of tax you pay. Contact a Payroll Giving agency
to set up a scheme.
What then basically happens is you will make
deductions each time you run payroll. The
donation will be taken from your employees’
pay before tax but after National Insurance. The
donations are then sent to your agency – who’ll
pass them on to the Street Soccer Foundation, as
your chosen charity.

4. ORGANISE A FUNDRAISER!
How about staging an event for the Street Soccer
Foundation? Creating a challenge for yourself and
your friends and work colleagues? Or maybe get
involved with one of our own events and fundraise
alongside it…
If you’re stuck for some ideas, here are 10 for you
to consider in support of our cause:
1.

Run a Marathon

2.

Enter a 10K

3.

Do a Bike Ride

4.

A Swim

5. 	Give up something you love: chocolate, your
hair(!), alcohol etc
6.

Do a Skydive

7.

Organise a Cake/Bake Sale

8.

A Year of Good Deeds!

9.

A Golfing Day

10. Host a 5-a-side Football Tournament
We look forward to hearing from you!
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HEAD OFFICE:
The Street Soccer Foundation
89 King Street
Maidstone
Kent
ME14 1BG
Email: hello@streetsoccerfoundation.org.uk

www.streetsoccerfoundation.org.uk
Changing Lives through Football
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